Hello Everyone,

With September approaching us quickly I’d like to go over the September game plan.
For September where a lot more people will be back and joining, Cohorting our groups is important. We
are splitting into two cohorts per class. Except for hydra homeschoolers and Hydra Inclusion who are
cohorted by individual class days. We will be limited to the number of people we are able to fit in our
room this way and because of that we can only guarantee two a week classes for everyone.
Everyone is still more than welcome to come to every class and will still be within their same group of
cohorts however I will not be able to guarantee that there will be space for you outside of the two days
you choose.
The Adult All Levels/advanced youth, and Sparing/Self-Defense classes are considered Youth/Adult
cohort classes. On top of the 2 guaranteed classes I will do my best to reserve one of these classes a
week to those the categories apply to.
You or your child cannot change cohorts so please make sure to mention if friends will be joining. You
may or may not be able to change main days depending on who shows up.
Unfortunately we are still not able to have spectators in the room, we do however have a solution for
young kids who cannot be on their own staying after their class while their parents do their own class.
I do also ask that when waiting for your child after class you start to line up on the stairs above our door
staying 6 feet apart, as lining up down wards makes it so peoples children do have to walk past people. If
only 2-3 groups of people picking up their kid could be inside and the rest (when they realize the
staircase is at capacity) kindly wait outside until everyone has made their way outside. If this doesn’t
work or isn’t followed I will be asking parents to wait outside completely and Jeja Rachel or I will bring
the kids out by cohort groups to you.

Thank you so much for your patience,

Sincerely,
Mr. Hutchison

